Cutting edge: fever-associated temperatures enhance neutrophil responses to lipopolysaccharide: a potential mechanism involving cell metabolism.
Although much progress has been made in elucidating the mechanisms underlying the physiological regulation of fever, there is little understanding of the biological utility of fever's thermal component. Considering the evolutionary co-conservation of fever and innate immunity, we hypothesize that fever's thermal component might in general augment innate immune function and, in particular, neutrophil activation. Accordingly, we have evaluated the effect of febrile temperatures on neutrophil function at the single-cell level. We find that reactive oxygen intermediates and NO release are greatly enhanced at febrile temperatures for unstimulated as well as LPS-stimulated adherent human neutrophils. Furthermore, our studies suggest that these changes in oxidant release are linked to upstream changes in NADPH dynamics. Inasmuch as reactive oxygen intermediates and NO production are important elements in innate immune responses to bacterial pathogens, we suggest that the febrile rise in core temperature is a broad-based systemic signaling mechanism to enhance innate immunity.